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Introduction

In the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century, scribes around Lake Tana in northwestern Ethiopia translated and disseminated an Arabic apocryphal dialogue between Jesus and Peter. ¹ Recording exhortations and revelations meant to be passed on to Clement of Rome and other apostolic figures, the Mystery of the Judgment of Sinners (Myst. Sinners) contains a little-explored retelling of Genesis 2–3.² In its rendition of the Adam and Eve’s time in the Garden of Eden, Jesus explains to Peter how commandment not to the tree of the knowledge of good and evil was a test of their patience. In particular, Adam and Eve are marked as “children” (ቁቅ) and the fruit in terms of its “ripeness” or lack thereof (በሰለ). Here, I want to contextualize this claim of a dual immaturity between both the humans and plants in the Garden of Eden in terms of early Christian theological claims about the youth and imperfection of Adam and Eve. In Jesus’s apocryphal retelling as portrayed in Myst. Sinners, the fall occurs because both the first humans and the tree are too young to act as mature beings, leading to Adam and Eve attempt to become like God too quickly by eating a fruit that was not yet ready for them to eat.

This short article will be broken down into four sections. The first will briefly introduce Myst. Sinners and provide context for the Edenic pericope upon which I focus. The second will explore how early Christian theologians set the stage for treating Adam and Eve as children in

the Garden of Eden, treating them as anthropologically similar to other newly-born humans in their lack of wisdom and reprimandable decision-making. The third will very briefly introduce a contemporary text that corroborates Myst. Sinners’s treatment of the forbidden fruit as too ripe. Finally, I will turn to Myst. Sinners itself to analyze how it treats anthropological and botanical infancy as the cause of Adam and Eve’s exile from Eden.

Overview of Myst. Sinners

Myst. Sinners survives in two late medieval and early modern Ge’ez manuscripts from the Lake Tana region of Ethiopia: one is held in Paris (BnF Éthiopien d’Abbadie 51, fols. 146⁷–157⁷; 15th/16th ct.), and one remains local (Tānāsee, Kebran Gabriel Monastery 35, fols. 59⁷–70⁷; 18th ct.).³ Myst. Sinners is copied alongside many other prominent early Christian texts, including the second-century Epistle of the Apostles and Apocalypse of Peter, as well as the seventh-century Teaching of Jacob the Newly Baptized.⁴ Translated from Arabic into Ge’ez, Myst. Sinners is paired in both of its extant manuscripts with the Ethiopic version of the Apocalypse of Peter and seems to be part of a trilogy along with it and the Second Coming of Christ and the Resurrection of the Dead.⁵

The content is generally broken into five sections: (1) Peter’s exhortation to the other apostles about God’s attributes; (2) a teaching that Peter offers to Clement about angels and salvation; (3) revelations given by Jesus to Peter about unity with God and humanity’s disobedience since Adam; (4) Jesus’s retelling of Genesis 2–3 and the necessity of his incarnation in order to defeat the devil who was incarnate in the serpent, and; (5) a concluding section on the Passover and kingship that focuses on Melchizedek.⁶ This article focuses on the fourth section, with some discussion of the third section’s treatment of how both Adam and humanity more generally experienced only temporary punishment. It is worth noting that some scholars have seen hints of late medieval Ethiopic Origenist anthropological and soteriological concepts tucked away in Myst. Sinners—particularly its treatment of all humanity as eventually redeemable and punishment for sin as temporarily afflicting until

---
⁶ A more substantial overview can be found in Grebaut, “Litterature ethiopienne,” (1907), pp. 147-151.
*apokatastasis* occurs.\(^7\) While some hypotheses have been offered that propose Arabic Origenist thought as the source of such concepts for *Myst. Sinners*, it is still unclear.

My English translation of the fourth section is given here to support the reader.\(^8\)

**(fol. 154 va)** Understand (it), scrutinize (it), ponder (it) in your heart. The leaders will exhibit it, but (you), you will understand (it) by meditating on (it) in your bed. Then you will know the greatness of the mercy of the Lord towards Adam, his creature. You will know how (Adam) once wanted to become God and (how) he himself wanted to become God, when he was seduced by the serpent, (him) and his wife. Indeed, the serpent said to the woman: ‘Woman, why has the Lord forbidden you to eat of the fruit of the tree?’ The woman replied, ‘It’s so that we don’t die.’ The serpent said to the woman: ‘Certainly it was not (so that) you should not die, but it was so that you should not become God, that he forbade you the tree.’

It was in the hope of becoming God that (Adam) transgressed the commandment of the Lord. The first parents were like children walking in **(fol. 154 vb)** the garden. Their Father had planted a beautiful (and) splendid (tree) in the garden, which was good for soul and body. If (the first parents) had been patient, (the fruits) would have ripened. As for them, they were the children of the Master of the garden. Their Father sent them to guard the garden and commanded them to cultivate it. They ate (fruits) of every color, which came from the garden. Their flavor was that of figs and excellent. When they saw (the forbidden tree), that they might not be mistaken because of it, (the Lord) immediately brought them and showed them (the tree) with fruits of excellent flavor, which he had planted in the garden. He said: ‘Do not approach this tree, lest it bring death upon you.’

Again, he instructed them and said to them: ‘Take care not to touch it, lest (fol. 155 ra) I strike you in my anger.’ Again he spoke to them, instructing them and telling them not to touch it or go near it: ‘When you lift up your hands on this tree, before I myself have given (of its fruit) to your teeth to eat, since it is green fruit, your belly will be tortured and (this green fruit) will corrupt your eyes, break your bones, break your limbs, make your body ashes and your vigor a corruption, which will harm you from the hairs of your head to the nails of your toes. Until (the fruits) have developed and ripened, I myself will come to you. I will pick them; I will clean (the tree); I will remove it away from up to every being, so that your tongue does not become ulcerated up to your throat and that the brokenness does not occur (fol. 155 rb) for your teeth. (Be) in (all) the

---


\(^8\) English translation my own, building upon Grebaut’s French translation and following his emendations added to clarify the subjects and objects of many sentences.
strength of your vigilance. Be careful not to covet (the forbidden fruit) and taste it, for it is green fruit.'

This is what he taught them. He allowed them to feed on the other fruits that were in the garden. Now it came to pass, when they were hungry, they ate of the tree. But (it was) in the hope of becoming God that they transgressed their Father's command. When they ate the fruit of the tree, when it was green fruit, they had not waited for it to develop and ripen. The unripe fruit corrupts (them). The children's teeth were blunted. They brought upon themselves (punishment) in the hope of becoming God. Indeed, the Enemy had driven them mad. Their Father knew that the unripe fruit had corrupted (them), and how they had eaten (the fruit) harmful to them, before the time of maturity, harvest, and goodness (of the fruit, when) it would have given them (fol. 155 va) pleasure. He drove them to a land of thorns and briars, that they might cultivate in the heat, in the sweat, (during their) existence.

The Father of these children knew that the Enemy had led them astray. He himself knew the temptation of the Adversary, how he had deceived the children by stealth, hiding himself in the body of a serpent (and) whispering in their ears. The Father of the children, who knew no evil, acts the same towards the Adversary, for he ravished him who had ravished the children. He participated in the flesh and blood of these children. Moreover, he participated in their own death, in order to give them his own life. Through mysterious wisdom, their own flesh, which he took, he united (fol. 155 vb) to his own divinity. Moreover, as for his own beauty, he unites it with our own corruption and with death. The weight of our own corruption was absorbed by the beauty of the divinity, by the glorious divinity. Our own death was absorbed by his own sublime life. Indeed, he became similar to humans, except for sin alone.

He bore our burden, our sufferings, and our weakness, in order to ravish the Enemy who had ravished the children whom the green fruit had corrupted. As (the Adversary) hid himself in the body of a serpent, so our Savior hid himself in the body of Adam. It was not immediately that he kidnapped (the Adversary) and put on our flesh, but it was after having delayed, until the one who had kidnapped the children had forgotten, so that he did not know him. When (the Adversary) approached him, (the Savior) killed him with the staff of his cross. When (the Adversary) had ravished (the children), the unripe fruit (corrupted them). He when he had taken away the Bold One, (fol. 156 ra) corrupted (him) entirely and bound him in frightful Sheol in outer darkness, in weeping and gnashing of teeth. Being risen, (our Savior) raised up his children, made them gods like himself, bestowed upon them his own life, and made them equal to himself, for he gave them his flesh and blood, so that they become equal to him.
Adam and Eve as Children

The depiction of Adam and Eve as children in Myst. Sinners is not unique, but appears in some corners of early Christian anthropological exploration. Most prominently, Irenaeus of Lyons was the first and most systematic writer to describe Adam and Eve as infants in his Against Heresies and Demonstration of Apostolic Teaching. As Matthew Steenberg has examined in depth, Irenaeus’s treatment of Adam and Eve as children (infans, νήπιος) has often been overlooked because scholars treated it as metaphorical or symbolic childlike ignorance or innocence. In response, he analyzed the five primary passages in which Irenaeus described the children in Eden, since Irenaeus suggested that creation itself must experience an infantile (infantilia) stage and temporal development (in contrast to the fully developed and uncreated God). Eve, likewise, is described as not yet having reached puberty while in Eden, and so needed to develop and mature before being capable of fulfilling God’s command to multiply and fill the earth. For Irenaeus, all of God’s creation—humanity included—is not born into fully-developed bodies but requires time to mature, leading to Irenaeus’s treatment of the fall as a moment of childlike rebellion. As Steenberg puts it, “the doctrine of an infant creation establishes a dynamism to the human person in its relationship to God that forms the very heart of a developmental anthropology of salvation”. A few other early Christian theologians follow suit in their depiction of Eden and creation through a developmental model. Theophilus of Antioch, for example, defends God’s justification for forbidding Adam and Eve from eating from the tree of knowledge against those who claim that the tree itself or knowledge itself was bad or dangerous. Instead, Theophilus argues that humanity’s disobedience was bad because:

Adam, in his actual age, was an infant. On account of this, he was not yet able to receive knowledge worthily. For also now, when a child is born, it is not already able to eat bread, but is nourished first by milk and then, when advancing in age, it continues to solid food. So too would it have been for Adam.13

τῇ δὲ οὑσῃ ἡ λικία ὤδε Ἀδὰμ ἐτη νήπιος ἤν· διὸ οὑτω ήδύνατο τὴν γνῶσιν κατ’ ἀξίαν χωρεῖν. καὶ γὰρ νῦν ἐπὰν γενηθῇ παιδίον, οὐχ ἢ ἡ δύναται ἄρτον ἐσθίειν, ἀλλὰ πρῶτον γάλακτι ἀνατρέφεται, ἐπείτα κατὰ πρόσβασιν τῆς ἡλικίας καὶ ἐπὶ τὴν στερεὰν τροφὴν ἑρχεται. οὕτως ἄν γεγόνει καὶ τῷ Ἀδὰμ.
For Theophilus, God’s relationship to Adam and Eve is the prototype of the parent-child relationship, which justifies his punishment of the world’s first children both for their disobedience and the attempt, as he puts it, for “infant children to think beyond their years” (τὰ παιδιὰ τὰ νήπια ὑπὲρ ἡλικίαν φρονεῖν) and bypass the “order” (πρὸς τὰξιν) by which physical bodies and wisdom develops. The problem is not only, as Irenaeus argued, that Adam and Eve’s immaturity led to their poor decision-making, but that their attempt to acquire the knowledge of good and evil is itself a challenge to the limitations of creation’s natural developmental progression. Clement of Alexandria, similarly, conceptualized the creation of Adam as requiring further maturation. In his *Stromata*, Clement suggests that Adam “was perfect in regard to his formation” (τέλιον μὲν ὡς πρὸς τὴν πλάσιν)—specifically “the distinctive characteristics of the idea and form of the human” (τῶν χαρακτηρίζοντων τὴν ἀνθρώπου ἰδέαν τε καὶ μορφήν). Against opponents that he labelled as heretics, who questioned whether a perfect God could make an imperfect Adam, Clement suggested that Adam “was not perfect in his creation, but adapted to the reception of virtue” (τέλειος κατὰ τὴν κατασκευὴν οὐκ ἐγένετο, πρὸς δὲ τὸ ἀναδέξασθαι τὴν ἀφετὴν ἀποτήθειος). The form of Adam’s body, according to Clement, was created perfectly by God, but others of Adam’s qualities required time for adaptation and reception. While Clement does not say explicitly that Adam and Eve were children in Eden, he contributes to a late-second-century trend toward viewing the first humans as developmentally infantile and lacking some qualities that made the fall possible.

While we are unable to trace any clear lineage between the early Christian writers who first proposed Edenic children and *Myst. Sinners*, the Ethiopic text participates in a broader Christian anthropological landscape in which the first humans experience the embodied progression of time like all other humans.

**The Forbidden Fruit as Unripened**

Along with presenting Adam and Eve as children, *Myst. Sinners* treats the Garden itself in a corresponding way: the tree of knowledge of good and evil produces fruit that is not yet ripe. This image is not as common as the trope of Edenic children in Christian literary history. One of the few examples of this idea can be found in a contemporaneous text to *Myst. Sinners*: the 14th-century poetry of Yovhannēs T’lkuranc’i. From a text known as a “Commentary on Genesis” or “Rhymed History of Yovhannēs concerning the Creation of the World,” T’lkuranc’i presents the tree of knowledge as equivalent to a tree of death and immortality, and

---

14 Theophilus, *Ad Autolycum* 2.25 (Grant, *Theophilus*, p. 66).
claims that “it was planted because of man (i.e., Adam) as a test of his love of God”.17 Much like Irenaeus’s earlier claim, the tree itself does not cause death per se but reveals whether or not the first humans are developmentally prepared to obey God as their father. T’lkuranc’i goes on to describe that because “the fruit of knowledge is unripe, it is a cause of death for you”.18 Knowledge itself is not presented as a danger to the Edenic inhabitants, but rather that the fruit was not at a graspable and edible developmental stage; a rush to consume knowledge is offered as the cause of the fall.

While this is just one rare example of Eden’s fruit as unripened, Myst. Sinners uses this image alongside the Edenic children to portray the Garden as a place of immaturity and unpreparedness.

**Dual Immaturity in Myst. Sinners**

Now to turn to Myst. Sinners itself. Even before Jesus retells Gen 2–3 in the fourth section of the text, his dialogue with Peter in the third section clarifies the relationship between immaturity and disobedience. Jesus describes the repentance that believers feel as causing affliction akin to disciplining a child: “Such is a child (ወለእሙ : እለርቅን) who sins against his father and against his mother (ለአቡሁ፡ወለእሙ). As for this child, one does not strike him lightly in order to correct him (and not to kill him), but so that he does not sin again”.19 Humanity en masse are compared to children who require some light chastisement in order to return to a proper relationship with their parents, such that Jesus claims that God acts the same toward all descendants of Adam. Jesus presents the “children of humanity” (ደቂቀ፡እጓለ) as experiencing something similar to what Adam experienced: castigation not for castigation’s sake, but in order to urge humans to develop ethically.20

Jesus’s explanation to Peter about how God’s disciplining of humans functions like a father treating his children leads directly into Myst. Sinners’s retelling of the Edenic narrative and its depiction of paralleled immaturities. In this retelling of Genesis, the serpent and Eve’s conversation revolves around how God’s commandment not to eat from the tree does not have to do with avoiding the death of the first humans, but rather about God’s fear of

---


humanity attempting to “become God” \( \text{አማልከ ብርሃን በሆና الحوثي ከጋወን ከወን менее ከወን} \). Twice after the serpent’s attempt to trick Eve into eating from the tree and risk becoming like God, the first humans are described “as children walking in the garden” \( \text{እግዚአብሔር በስር የስቃረት ይዞ በሆናሽ መስን በጋወን ከጥር} \), but also genealogically as “children of the master of the garden” \( \text{እግዚአብሔር ብቻቁ በአየበና ከጥር} \). Throughout the rest of the narrative, Adam and Eve’s names are rarely used; rather, they are described as God’s children who are placed in the garden for its protection and cultivation, and who are expected to be patient as the garden co-matures alongside them.

As God’s first human children inhabit the garden, God’s description of the fruit from the tree of knowledge clarifies the danger of unripe or immature tasting:

> When you lift up your hands on this tree, before I myself have given from the tree for your teeth to eat, since it is unripe fruit \( \text{ቅዕ} \), your belly will be tortured and (this fruit) will corrupt your eyes, break your bones, break your limbs, make your body ashes and your vigor a corruption, which will harm you from the hairs of your head to the nails of your toes. Until (the fruit) have developed and ripened \( \text{ወበሰለት} \), I myself will come to you. I will pick them; I will clean (them); I will remove it away from every being, so that your tongue does not become ulcerated up to your throat and that brokenness does not occur for your teeth. Be in the strength of your vigilance. Be careful not to covet (the fruit) and taste it, for it is unripe fruit \( \text{ቅዕ} \).

Both the noun for an unripened or green fruit \( \text{ቅዕ} \) and the verb for ripening \( \text{በሰለ} \) are central to God’s commandment given to the Edenic children in this passage. Unripened fruit from the tree of knowledge is depicted as not useful or worthwhile for Adam and Eve to pursue in its current state. Thus, the serpent’s deception occurs through tricking them into believing that the tree’s fruit were ready for consumption before God came to the garden to pick the fully-matured fruit and give them to Adam and Eve after they themselves had also matured. The retelling perhaps relies on how Eve is description as seeing the tree as ‘good for eating’ \( \text{ከመ ሥበሊዕ} \) in Gen 3:6, since Myst. Sinners describes both the tree as ‘good and splendid’ \( \text{ሠናይ ወላሕየ} \) and its fruit as ‘like figs and good’ \( \text{ዘበለስ ወሠናይ} \). The goodness of the tree and its fruit, however, make God’s children susceptible to believing that their unripened state will benefit them and give them knowledge comparable to God’s. As the narrative progresses, Jesus reveals to Peter that the fruit corrupted Adam and Eve because they consumed it before “the time of ripeness, harvest, and goodness” \( \text{ጊዜሁ ሥበሲል ወቀሢም ወሠዩ} \), which suggests that the appearance of the tree and fruit’s goodness earlier in the tale does not correspond to actual ripeness. While Myst. Sinners does not explicitly connect the two motifs, it portrays both

---

the first humans and the fruit of the tree of knowledge as immature and unprepared for their next developmental stage.

In the case of Adam and Eve, the corruption they experience at the hands of the unripened fruit allows for Christological and soteriological speculation by Jesus in Myst. Sinners. Jesus’s incarnation as a second Adam is justified as undoing the corruption done to God’s first humans by the serpent’s botanical trickery: “He bore our burden, our sufferings, and our weakness, in order to ravish the Enemy who had ravished the children whom the unripe fruit corrupted” (ዐፈኝ ክራል ከል ምስ ይልሎ ከጭ ያየ።) The undoing of immature corruption and, for Myst. Sinners, the eventual deification of humanity occurs through Jesus inhabiting the “flesh of Adam” (ምወር *ል ከጭ) and corrupting the devil in return by casting him into Sheol.\(^{26}\)

This Edenic scene in Myst. Sinners gives us a glimpse into how Genesis could be retold and reframed so as to highlight childhood as a time of innocence, ignorance, and disobedience. Unlike the idealized childhood of some saints in Ethiopian hagiography—which often portrays them as wise beyond their years and wrestling with monastic concepts as a prepubescent stage—\(^{28}\) Myst. Sinners takes a less optimistic approach to the portrayal of Adam and Eve in order to highlight the need for an undoing of the fruit’s corruption through Jesus’s incarnation. Disobedience and punishment (albeit temporary) are central both to Myst. Sinners’s retelling of Genesis as the failure of children to obey their father and to early Christian treatment of children.\(^{29}\) While the adolescent innocence of the first humans works against them in Myst. Sinners, biblical and apocryphal Christian literature often associates childhood with heaven or entering God’s kingdom.\(^{30}\) The ideal world is envisioned as one in which God is the father over human children who live in God’s presence, but who also learn obedience that Adam and Eve fail to express in Myst. Sinners.
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